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Abstract

Content delivery is an increasingly dominating func-
tionality of the Internet, and continuously poses sig-
nificant pressures on the networking infrastructure as
well as content providers. As a general mechanism to
improve efficiency, caching has been used in several
approaches; e.g., CDNs, caching proxies, and Redun-
dancy Elimination (RE). In this paper, we propose
a new caching paradigm called Branch and Bound
Caching (BBC) that addresses the disadvantages of
existing approaches.

Similar to RE, BBC caches co-locate with routers
and are an integral part of the networks. However,
while RE caches anonymous packets and use them
to compress the traffic, BBC caches named objects
and use them to satisfy requests. In BBC, the func-
tionalities of forwarding and caching are loosely cou-
pled using our “branch and bound” mechanism so
that the cached content is utilized elastically without
incurring additional overhead for cache misses. We
report preliminary simulation results to demonstrate
the feasibility of our proposal.

1 Introduction

Recent studies [4, 5] show that the increasingly dom-
inant portion of Internet traffic belongs to the cat-
egory of content delivery. To accommodate such
rapidly growing demand, both the ISPs and the con-
tent providers have to continuously upgrade their in-
frastructure. As such, improving the efficiency of con-
tent delivery bears tremendous economic promises.
Naturally enough, caching as a general mechanism
has been used in most approaches. For example,
some web proxies store HTTP responses and use
them to satisfy repeated requests; content distribu-
tion networks (CDNs) replicate expensive-to-deliver
contents and push them towards the edge of content

consumers. More recently, Anand et al. [2] explores
the idea of caching content chunks on routers and us-
ing them to dictionary-encoding network traffic; we
call this approach redundancy elimination (RE).

In this paper, we examine the pros and cons of
each of the three caching paradigms. Based on our
analysis, we propose a novel caching paradigm called
Branch and Bound Caching (BBC) that addresses
the problems with the existing approaches. In BBC,
we follow the lead of RE [2] by co-locating caches with
routers and making caching an integral functionality
of the networks. However, the caches in BBC are
used in a different way than those in RE. In RE, a
router caches all packets that pass by regardless of
their semantics. Given an incoming packet, an up-
stream router would substitute chunks in the packet
that also appear in the cache with much shorter refer-
ences (called “shims” in [2]), thereby realizing traffic
compression. Assuming that caches are synchronized,
the downstream router would dereference the shims
by replacing them with the corresponding chunks in
the cache. By contrast, BBC caches are used in the
same way as with web proxies: named objects are
stored and retrieved to satisfy matching requests. As
we will see in Section 2, not using content names is
the fundamental reason of several crucial drawbacks
of RE.

A critical challenge of co-locating cache with
routers is capacity mismatch: on the one hand, high
cache effectiveness typically requires large-volume
storage; on the other hand, current large-volume stor-
age systems (usually consisting of DRAM and hard
drives) can rarely handle the throughput of a high-
end router (e.g., 10Gb/s). We address this prob-
lem by introducing the branch-and-bound coupling
(also abbreviated BBC) mechanism. Specifically, the
caching component is neither an internal part of the
router (as with RE), nor an external entity to the
router (as with proxies). Instead, the router and
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the cache are loosely coupled: the router monitors
the state of the caching component and determines
which tasks to assign to the cache; the cache fulfills
assigned tasks and continuously reports its state to
the router. For example, the router lets the cache
handle a request only if 1) the cache contains the re-
quested object; and 2) the cache is not overloaded.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 lays out the basic settings of con-
tent delivery. Section 3 examines and compares ex-
isting caching mechanisms, including CDNs, proxies,
and RE. Section 4 presents the details of Branch and
Bound Caching. Section 5 reports some preliminary
simulation results. Section 6 summarizes our pro-
posal and discusses future directions.

2 Content Delivery

We use the term “content” to refer to digital ob-
jects such as video, audio, images, and web pages.
We assume that such objects are named, and that
the names are unique; i.e., at any moment one name
maps to at most one object. Hence content hashing
schemes cannot be used since there might be con-
flicts. A vanilla version of such a naming system is
the URLs, where uniqueness is guaranteed by parti-
tioning the name space – part of the content name is
the content provider name.

Backbone

server

request

response

clients

Figure 1: Server/Client Model of Content Delivery

When the context is clear, content providers are

also called servers, and content consumers clients. We
consider the simplistic server/client delivery model
(Figure 1). A session of content delivery consists of
two phases: first, the client sends a request of a cer-
tain object to the server; then, the server responds by
transferring the object to the client. Both requests
and responses contain the name of the object in ques-
tion. Clearly HTTP qualifies for this scenario. 1

The bare server/client model as shown in Figure 1
is very inefficient because there is typically significant
redundancy in the traffic of content delivery sessions.
For example, some popular videos on YouTube could
be requested millions of times within days and each
single session is realized with a full round-trip be-
tween the clients and the server; if the videos were
cached at network nodes close to the clients, the total
traffic could have been reduced dramatically. More-
over, it is likely that such redundancy is rapidly de-
teriorating, given that the Internet is becoming more
and more social (e.g., the Slashdot effect).

There are several general mechanisms to address
the issue of redundancy; e.g., caching and multicas-
ting. Here we consider only caching. Regarding the
question of what to cache, there are two types of
cache: object-level cache and chunk-level cache. In
object-level cache, the content is stored at the granu-
larity of objects and indexed by object names; there-
fore we may also call it named cache. In chunk-level
cache, the content is stored at the granularity of byte
strings and the indexing methods do not rely on ob-
ject names; therefore we may also call it anonymous
cache. Named cache is typically used by matching
incoming requests against the cache index; since this
matching process can be done very quickly, the usage
of named cache is computationally light. By contrast,
both manipulation and retrieval of anonymous cache
usually involve hashing on the data itself; the usage
of anonymous cache is computationally heavy.

The object associated with a given name may
evolve over time. Thus, object-level caching must be
aware of cache staleness. For that purpose, servers
usually indicate in their responses whether and for
how long an object can be cached. Similarly, a client
may indicate in its request whether a cached copy of
the object is allowable and, if yes, how fresh the cache
should be. These semantics are supported in HTTP.

1Although there exist more sophisticated delivery
paradigms (e.g., P2P), we don’t consider them here as
the main topic of this paper is caching paradigms. We do note
that our solution (namely BBC) can be easily (well, more or
less) adapted to other delivery paradigms.
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3 A Taxonomy of Caching

In this section, we describe and compare several ex-
isting caching paradigms, including CDNs, Proxies,
and RE. The purpose is to look into various aspects
of caching and motivate our proposal, Branch and
Bound Caching (BBC), which will be explained in
detail in Section 4.

To put the subject into perspective, Figure 2 pro-
vides a taxonomy of the four caching paradigms. The
top header indicates whether the approach focuses on
the redundancy among contents or among requests;
the left header indicates whether the cache is a rel-
atively independent node in the network, or an in-
tegral part of the networking infrastructure. To in-
terpret, CDNs and RE are designed with a mindset
of push-based communication, whereas Proxies and
BBC work with pull-based communication, which is
of course compatible with the server/client model. In
the other dimension, CDNs and Proxies are relatively
independent entities in the network, whereas in RE
and BBC, the cache is an integral part of the network
– in fact, cache is co-located with routers in both RE
and BBC.

content-centric request-centric
stand-alone CDNs Proxies
in-network RE BBC

Figure 2: A Taxonomy of Caching Paradigms. The
top header indicates whether the approach focuses on
the redundancy among contents or among requests;
the left header indicates whether the cache is a rela-
tively independent node in the network, or an integral
part of the networking infrastructure.

To compare the efficiency of different caching
paradigms, we need to consider various performance
aspects, including (among others) bandwidth cost,
server load, and session latency. We now briefly de-
scribe the three caching paradigms and discuss their
pros and cons.

3.1 Content Distribution Networks

As shown in Figure 3, the work flow of a basic CDN
is as follows:

1. Numerous cache servers are deployed in a geo-
graphically diverse manner.

2. Content is replicated onto the cache servers.

Backbone

CDN server

Figure 3: An Illustration of CDNs

3. The cache servers are used to serve requests from
nearby clients.

The benefits of CDNs are obvious: by redirect-
ing clients’ requests to closer servers, we can reduce
both the session latency and the load of the content
providers’ servers. In addition, the shorter round trip
also saves bandwidth usage for both the ISPs and the
content providers. However, all those benefits come
with a price: for one, the deployment of large-scale
CDNs can be quite expensive; for another, the con-
tent providers usually have to pay to use CDN ser-
vices. Moreover, the content providers have to take
the pain to configure CDN caches – it is in this sense
that CDNs are push-based and content-centric. An-
other issue is that as CDN caches are typically static,
efforts have to be taken towards optimal content dis-
tribution or dynamic distribution mechanisms; e.g.,
some commercial CDN providers have explored using
P2P to achieve adaptive cache [1].

3.2 Redundancy Elimination

Redundancy Elimination (RE) [2] is the idea of us-
ing synchronized on-router caches to compress net-
work traffic with dictionary coding. The cache is
anonymous and is used to match against the pay-
load of a target packet. Fingerprint hashing is used
to speed up this matching process. The paper also
proposes using traffic engineering to deploy and ad-
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just the caches, but we do not discuss it here since it
is orthogonal to the basic caching paradigm. Figure 4
illustrates how RE works. The proposal of eliminat-
ing traffic redundancies in a universal manner is a
novel and bold one, and there are many interesting
ideas in [2] that can be further explored. Neverthe-
less, we do observe several disadvantages of RE as a
caching paradigm in the context of content delivery.

on-site cache

packet size

Figure 4: An Illustration of RE

The most prominent benefit of RE is that is it
saves bandwidth for ISPs since the traffic is com-
pressed. As such, one can expect session latencies
to be reduced, since the queues in the routers are
presumably shorter. However, every request is still
served by the content provider, which means that
RE does not contribute to reducing server load at
all. In addition, as RE need to scan the data it-
self, its computationally heavy nature may actually
introduce additional latency or even lead to bottle-
necks. A third issue is that, despite the fact that RE
caches are semantics independent and can be used to
identify finer grained matches (byte strings instead of
objects), its effectiveness of identifying redundancy is
severely limited its cache coverage – a FIFO cache of
size 100GB (DRAM, that is) on a 10Gbit/s router
can only capture packets from the last 80 seconds;
as such, only duplicates that occur within this short
interval will be detected by RE.

Besides effectiveness, the feasibility of RE is also a
big issue. For one, given the temporal/spatial hetero-
geneity of the routers and the uncertainty of the traf-

fic, FIFO alone is unlikely to robustly synchronize on-
router caches and guarantee correctness. For another,
RE requires a shared naming scheme (e.g., unique and
global packet IDs) for the distributed caches; the “Pk-
tID” variable as described in [2] does not solve this
problem.

3.3 Proxies

Backbone

caching proxy

Figure 5: An Illustration of web proxies

While CDNs are deployed by content providers,
web proxies are usually initiated by content con-
sumers or ISPs. As shown in Figure 5, web proxies
are middle-boxes deployed on the clients’ side. They
regulate all traffic that passes trough them, and of-
ten function as filters and/or caches. The caching
functionality works as follows: upon receiving a re-
quest, the proxy checks if the requested object is in
its cache, and decides whether to intercept or pass on
the request accordingly; upon receiving a response,
the proxy checks if the response is cacheable and up-
date its cache accordingly. Since the cache is dy-
namic, caching proxies use cache replacement algo-
rithms such as Least Recently Used (LRU) to achieve
higher cache hit ratio.

There is a special type of proxy called intercepting
proxy or transparent proxy that is commonly used
by some ISPs. An intercepting proxy consists of a
router connected with a proxy server. Network flows
go through the router, which decides whether to di-
vert them to the proxy or let them through. The
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decision is usually based on TCP headers. For ex-
ample, the router may divert all HTTP traffic to the
proxy server. As such, if we consider only the diverted
traffic, the illustration in Figure 5 is still valid. (We
do note that intercepting proxy was an inspiration to
our BBC paradigm.)

Like CDNs, caching proxies also reduce bandwidth
usage, session latency, and server load. Unlike CDNs,
the benefits apply to all content providers, not only
to those who pay. Nevertheless, there are several
important drawbacks that proxies face. First, be-
ing middle-boxes make proxies potential bottlenecks
in the network; the throughput of the link where a
proxy reside is bound by the processing capacity of
the proxy. Second, cache misses experience the pure
overhead of an additional hop; when the network con-
dition is in good shape, the clients may be better off
without the proxy.

4 Branch and Bound Caching

After examining the pros and cons of various caching
paradigms, we envision a solution that inherits the
benefits of object-level/request-centric approaches
but is also elastic, in the sense that it neither intro-
duces network bottlenecks nor incurs extra overhead
for cache misses. It is illustrated in Figure 6, and we
name it Branch and Bound Caching (BBC).

on-site cache

request

response

Figure 6: An Illustration of BBC

4.1 Branch and Bound

BBC can be seen as a natural extension of intercept-
ing proxies. The novel thing is our Branch and Bound
Coupling (also BBC) mechanism that is applied to
the relationship between the router and the cache.

Client ServerRouter Caching proxy

1 2
34

1 2
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Client ServerRouter

Cache
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2
3

4
1

4

2
3

cache hit

cache miss

Proxy:

BBC:

Figure 7: Branch and Bound removes the bottleneck
as well as undue overhead for cache misses

As shown in Figure 7, in BBC, the router monitors
the state of the cache (including object names and
cache load) and makes routing decisions based on the
packet as well as the cache state.

The “Branch” mechanism is as follows:

• Upon receiving a request packet, if the requested
object is in cache, then forward it to the cache;
otherwise, pass it through.

• Upon receiving a response packet, if the object
is cacheable, multicast the packet to both its in-
dicated destination and the cache.

The “Bound” mechanism is as follows:

• Disable the cache when it’s overloaded.

4.2 Packet Format

For completeness, we present a baseline packet format
that can be used with BBC. We could have focused
on HTTP only, but to demonstrate the generality of
object-level caching, we opt to conceptual exposition
as shown in Figure 8. We assume that the request
and response packets are on top of TCP. Roughly
speaking, the fields are a subset of those in HTTP
headers; their meanings are as follows:

name The name of the object.
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Figure 8: Packet format

range We support retrieval of part of an object. For
requests, “range” is the portion of object being
requested. For responses, “range” is the byte
range of the object carried by this packet.

total-size The total size of the object. This field
can be used by the cache server or the client to
appropriately allocate buffer space.

cache-control For requests, this can be as simple
as a bit, indicating whether cached content is
acceptable; or it could be a timestamp indicat-
ing how stale the cache could be. For responses,
this can be as simple as a bit, indicating whether
the content can be cached; or it could be a times-
tamp, indicating for how long the object can be
in the cache without refreshing.

4.3 Architecture

In this section, we describe the architecture of BBC
(Figure 9). A BBC node consists of a router and
a cache, which presumably reside at the same loca-
tion. The two subsystems are loosely coupled via
the cache’s three interfaces: GET, PUT, and Con-
trol. Although it’s possible for one cache to connect
to multiple routers and vice versa, for simplicity we
only consider the one-on-one configuration.

On top of the existing routing functionality, the
router also maintains two data structures:

name table A hash table in DRAM that stores
names of the objects in the cache. False negative
is allowed; that is, if due to space constraint the
DRAM cannot hold all the names, it’s OK to
store only a subset of them. This table is to be
updated by the cache via the Control interface.

cache state A set of volatile variables in SRAM to
indicate the working load of the cache. We leave
open the exact specifications, but here are some
suggestions: 1) “keep-alive” to indicate the avail-
ability of the cache; 2) the amount of outstanding

GET 
Interface

PUT 
Interface

Cache
High-capacity, high-throughput storage system

Retrieval 
Daemon

Request 
Queue

Response
Queue

Control 
Interface

Content 
Directory

Cache 
Manager

control 
messages

Cache

name 
table

Cache state

Request 
Handler

Cache 
Regulator

Router

Response 
Handler

Router

Figure 9: BBC Architecture

requests to be processed by the cache, in terms
of total size or estimated latency; 3) free space
in the input buffer and/or output buffer of the
cache. Those variables are to be actively up-
dated by the cache via the Control interface.

The Branch and Bound mechanism is mainly car-
ried out by the router. Upon receiving a request
packet, the router (its Request Handler, to be precise)
forwards it to the cache via the GET interface only
if: 1) the request accepts cache; and 2) the request
processing component of the cache (i.e., the Retrieval
Daemon in Figure 9) is not overloaded. The second
condition is evaluated by looking into the cache state,
and the exact interpretation of “overloaded” may be
something like “the estimated latency is above 5ms.”
By the same token, upon receiving a response packet,
the router first checks the packet header to see if it’s
cacheable. If the answer is yes, the router further
checks the cache state to see if the cache manager
is overloaded (e.g., by comparing currently available
buffer size in the cache against the object size). If
the answer is yes again, the router will multicast the
packet to both the designated destination and the
cache.

The cache contains a (hopefully but not necessar-
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ily) high-capacity, high-throughput storage system
and interacts with the router via three interfaces:
GET, PUT, and Control. The GET interface ac-
cepts requests from the router and sends out pack-
ets of corresponding objects; i.e., the cache behaves
like a content server for this part. The PUT inter-
face accepts response packets and reassembles them
into objects. But note that it never sends out ac-
knowledgments since the incoming packets are copies
of packets directed to the clients. The Cache Man-
ager is responsible for maintaining the cache content;
the bare minimum is to execute cache replacement
policies such as LRU.

The driving force of the BBC mechanism is the
Control interface, which continuously sends out con-
trol messages to update the cache state on the router.
Triggering events and corresponding messages in-
clude: 1) an object is about to be removed from the
cache; 2) an object was just added into the cache; 3)
certain cache state variable (e.g., available buffer size
is becomes less than 4GB) reaches a critical point or
some threshold. Upon receiving those messages, the
router will update the name table and cache state
accordingly.

4.4 Discussion

Security We did not discuss security issues here.
But there is a simple strategy to ensure security: if we
bind the content name to the provider’s ID, then se-
cure forwarding/delivery would imply secure caching.
For example, if the network architecture is AIP [3] in-
stead of IP, then the security of content delivery and
caching are both guaranteed.

BBX The Branch and Bound mechanism applied
to content caching yields BBC. However, it’s also pos-
sible to replace the cache with other types of subsys-
tems, giving rise to Branch and Bound Proxy (BBP).

5 Simulation Results

We analyze the Internet traffic from a university’s
subnet to evaluate the redundancy in the user re-
quests and the gains from deploying our caching
framework.

5.1 Experimental Setup

The traffic dump consists of outgoing HTTP requests
over a three day period: Apr 23rd, 24th, and 26th of

2010. Out of these the requests going to YouTube
were filtered and any spurious records eliminated.
The resulting dataset has 144191 requests for 61446
unique videos. We first examine this dataset to es-
timate the redundancy and the benefits of deploying
our BBC caching scheme in the network.
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Figure 10: Redundancy in the YouTube trace

We found considerable redundancy: About 46% of
the total videos were viewed more than once. As
shown in Figure 10, out of the repeated videos, 60%
were repeated once. The dataset exhibited a high
degree of variation in the frequency with one video
being viewed around 4000 times. The extent of re-
dundancy in the requests warrants the deployment of
a caching scheme.

5.2 Results
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Figure 11: Cache effectiveness with various cache ca-
pacities
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Requirement of Cache Capacity We first mea-
sure the impact of cache capacity over two perfor-
mance metrics – cache hit ratio and the network
bandwidth savings. Using the LRU replacement algo-
rithm for the cache, we calculated the hit ratio and
the bytes served from the cache. As shown in Fig-
ure 11, even for a cache size of 5GB, the cache already
has a 30% hit ratio and 30% reduction in bandwidth
usage. A cheap commodity PC will be able to provide
such capcaities.

Figure 12: Required cache throughput over time

Requirement of Cache Throughput We also
measure the working load of the cache over time, as-
suming that each request is served at a the speed
of 2 Mbit/s – which is the video bit rate. Again we
use the LRU replacement algorithm; the cache capac-
ity is set to 100GB. The results are plotted in Fig-
ure 12. Again, a cheap storage system with a maxi-
mum throughput of 15 MB/s would be able to handle
almost all the requests. For peak times when the ideal
throughput is over 15 MB/s, the BBC router would
temporarily disable the cache and forward additional
requests as usual.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel caching paradigm for con-
tent delivery called Branch and Bound Caching. We
demonstrated its advantages over existing approaches
such as CDNs, web proxies, and Redundancy Elimi-
nation. The most prominent feature of our solution
is its elasticity: the Branch mechanism ensures that
the cache is put into full use; the Bound mechanism
ensures that the cache won’t introduce bottlenecks or
extra overhead.

For future work, we plan to specifically evaluate the
Branch and Bound mechanisms. It is also interesting
to see how the BBC paradigm can be generalized for
other applications; e.g., Branch and Bound Proxies.
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